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The fascist U S government – History Hidden
                 

What do we mean by the term “fascism”?

Definition: “FASCISM – a political philosophy, movement, or regime that exalts nation
and often race above the individual – for a centralized autocratic government headed by
a  dictatorial  leader  –  and  forcible  suppression  of  opposition.”  Merriam-Webster
Dictionary  (underline added)                                                                          

    The above is almost a good definition of the words “fascist” and “fascism”, but like so
many words that are hastily glossed over, our present quasi-accurate concept of a true
fascist  state  simply  does  not  align  with what  a  more intricate  investigation  into the
historical  record  of  the  term  reveals.   Basically  the  two  terms  of  fascism  and
communism have become rallying words of  both the extreme right  and extreme left
wings of the political spectrum.  To the left  wingers a fascist  is a person who hates
everybody but white people and who wants to deprive all “darks” of basic food and
shelter and will legislate stern laws to do so.  To the right wingers a communist is a
person who demands that a super powerful central government should be our forced
caretaker from cradle to grave and that no credence to any God given rights of private
liberty should be recognized. The issues do get rather blurred when attempting to clearly
define the parameters of these two terms.  But today we’re going to examine “fascism”
because its definition has been more obscured than has communism. Also the lack of
understanding the real history surrounding fascism has a more covert and destructive
consequence than does the more obvious reasons of why we don’t want communism.
True fascism is highly deceptive and has, for unintentional or intentional reasons, not
been brought to the factual forefront.

   Getting straight to the matter, fascism is iron-fisted Roman Law that combines the rule
of law of both pagan Rome  and Catholic Rome.  Roman Law rules the world order
today under the direction the Nachash/Nodite descendants (Gen.3:14,15; 4:16-24) and
their conspiratorial partners in crime -- The Black Nobility.  The Jewish International
Bankers and Bolsheviks are subservient to and work for these two elite bodies of anti-
God agencies.  The power of Rome over and above that of Edomite Jewry is exemplified
in how Rome in 70 AD thoroughly destroyed Edom controlled Judea under the military
campaign  of  the  Roman  General  Titus.   That  power  superiority  has  never  changed
throughout the many long centuries and still  holds true today. Rome rules the world
system. Jewry is a subsequent player (or even third or fourth).  The vast majority of well
meaning Christian patriots have been slow to recognize this reality.                               1
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   The facts are there to behold but the concerned Christian has been eager to bark up the
wrong  tree.  Yes  “the  Jews”  have  been  promoters  of  socialist/communist  programs
especially since around 1900, but this pales in comparison to the long controlling 6000
year history of the Nachash/Nodites and their modern church of Papal Rome.  Nod’s
empire  began in Gen.4:16-24,  2200 years  before Esau/Edom (Jewry)  even began in
Gen.25:25.  Sometimes the truth is not what we want to hear.

   Hopefully the reader has taken time to peruse the important related information on this
website that  proves the tempter in the Garden of  Eden was a  radical  female named
Nachash, that her followers since her death have deified her as the star Sirius, worshiped
her down through history as Astarte, Ashtoreth, Ashtaroth, Isis, Ishtar, Sopdet, (a few
other names) and is now known as the deity of the Roman Catholic Church whom its
priesthood  refers  to  as  “the  Queen  of  Heaven”,  the  false  Mary.   This  primary
understanding will make it noticeably easier to grasp who is running the anti Christian
world wide conspiracy at the top level , and to better take an effective stand against the
globalist world system.  Nothing fits until we understand that Nachash was female.

 

     

 
 

 

      
      Sirius is actually a co-star pair          Here is the double Sirius
      of a larger star and a dwarf star        sky deity of the Nachash

Sirius (aka Isis, Astarte, Mary) in the      to which esoteric sacrifices have        religion. This creed has
constellation Canis Major precipitates   been made for eons by “the elite”.      been demanded of many 
the “dog days”of summer and is the       Their latest mass human sacrifice       nations by force of
Nachash deified by the race of Nod.        was “co-vid” (occult term “double    torture and fear. Only
Our word star comes from Astarte.          seen”) sacrifice to Sirius A &B,         1776 America was able 
Hebrews worshiped Astarte as Ashtaroth             namely to Astarte(aka,Ashtaroth)         break free for a while
                                                                How the ancients knew of “B” is another matter

Pope Francis, a Jesuit, announced that taking the “co-vid” clot shot is “an act of love”. - Aug.18, 2021

“Mary as Queen of Heaven is an ancient address to Mary used in prayer that dates
back to at least the fourth century. The imagery of Mary as queen of heaven was very
popular in the Middle Ages.” --- (quote: Questions & Answers, Catholic.com, 1996)

“The most important deity was the great lady Sirius, and she was called Sopdet.
Thousands of years ago in ancient Egypt, she was the queen of the night heaven, the
queen of the stars, Queen of the Decans.” --- (Ancient Egyptian Astronomy, 2021, K. Lachtane)                   2



The double “mother and child” matriarch symbol predates Christ by thousands of years
and by several heathen races.  This Sirius star goddess is cited in Jer.44:17-25 and other
verses. It is not Jesus and Mary.  Jesus’ ministry was on His own. He did not have Mary
as a co-partner of His mission nor as a co-partner of His divinity.  The real Mary was a
righteous woman but a sinner and mortal as we all are. In Mat.12:48 Jesus said that His
real family spiritual mother was His followers who have the love of God our Father.

Hindu mother/child deity         Egyptian Isis & Horus        Ancient Asian goddess relic       Roman same goddess

In the night sky this goddess is portrayed by Sirius A&B.   A = Nachash   B= Nachash’s descendants & system
                                                                                                                                    

The migration of this brutally enforced Astarte/Ashtaroth religion from Nod, diverted to 
Egypt, then to Sidon in Canaan, to Carthage, to Rome (Astarte as Mary). It is important 
to realize the “timeline” background of how the occultists have implemented militant 
fascism to control the world.  Therefore let’s expand our study about fascism and see 
precisely where this strange word appeared in our history of English language.

Enter  --- the fasces.  “Fascism” comes from the word fasces.

Definition: “Fascism – authoritarian government, crushing opposition by means of 
secret police.; from Latin fasces; see Fasces”.  Britannica World Dictionary, 1957 ed.

Definition: “Fasces – In ancient Rome, a bundle of rods enclosing an ax, as a symbol  of 
power”.  Britannica World Dictionary, 1957 ed.

The very ancient religion of Nachash star worship basically migrated from:
        Nod               Egypt               Tyre & Sidon            Carthage                   Rome
Since Rome this economic/social/religion government has been enforced under the 
authority of the fasces.
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                                       The Roman power fasces weapon and symbol

                     Ancient Roman fasces                   Mussolini with Rome’s power fasces       

Mussolini and Hitler both had visions of installing their version of the Holy Roman
Empire in Europe. The Black Nobility had other ideas than to turn Rome over to these
egocentric dictators.    Having migrated from Venice into Europe the Black Nobility
would run the Holy Roman Empire as they always have.  The European Black Nobility
descended  from the  old  Roman  aristocracy.  (“black”  refers  to  their  deeds,  not  skin
color).  WWII was a power grab by factions within occult Astarte/Ashtaroth worship to
see who would be owner of Europe and continue the iron fascist rule long held by the
Sirius Star Cult (elite of the BN). No matter who won, the world would not benefit.
Fascism is oppression and their fasces symbol still thrives.    
[The connection between communism & fascism is not discussed in this thesis]

             
                              Ancient Roman coin showing a Counsel
                            with two lictor body guards carrying fasces

          A Roman lictor with toga and fasces carried over the left shoulder by state order                        4



 During the time of ancient Rome, the fasces lictoriae was a symbolic representation of
imperium.  Imperium was the authorized power to issue an order as a Counsel of the
Roman empire and require that a subject obeyed the order.(please reread and grasp this sentence)

The Roman fasces consisted of a bundle of wooden rods bound tightly together with an
ax head emerging from the center or side.  The rods symbolized the power of unified
provinces of Rome, and the ax was a militant token symbolizing the authority of the
autocratic state to conduct executions (& sacrifices), carried over the left shoulder.
During the Roman Empire, there were men known as lictors whose job was to act as
body guards to all officials who held imperium. The lictors carried their fasces and went
wherever the officials went.   The rods were used, when needed, for riot control. The ax
was for implementing a death sentence, or swinging them into a crowd on the spot.
The fasces as a symbol of Roman domination didn’t stop with the old Roman Empire. It
was passed on to the Papal hierarchy as a sign of Rome’s enduring world control.

                                                                                            Mazarin coat of arms carved on a bookcase
   Coat of arms of Cardinal Jules Mazarin 1640                 Bibliothèque Mazarine in Paris (fasces center)

                                 

                                 

  
    Cardinal Mazarin (1602 – 1661) was the chief European diplomat of Pope Urban
VIII.  Mazarin’s power and influence over European state of affairs was extraordinary.
He was the head of Austria’s government in the reign of Queen Anne. Cardinal Mazarin
was also the educator of young King Louis XIV of France until the King became of age.
When  militant  civil  unrest  had  taken  place  in  France  Mazarin  had  connections  in
Germany to where he would shift his base of operations. The whole time Mazarin was a
constant powerful servant of the fasces government of Rome. Other officers of Rome
also carried the Roman fasces symbol as a token of imperium. 

Below we see a portrait of Cosimo I de' Medici, Grand Duke of Tuscany coronated  at
Rome  in  1570.  Notice  the  ever  present  Roman  fasces  (upper  left).   Cosimo  was
descended from Giovanni di Bicci de’ Medici, founder of the powerful Medici bank.
The Templars and Medicis were the predecessors to European banking centuries before
Rothschilds came on the scene.  The Medicis were taking orders from the Black Nobility
and the Catholic Church during their rise to financial power.                                        5



 All of this long European history gave rise to the fascists, that is, those who were given
the privilege of imperium to carry out Rome’s quest of world leadership, at times openly
and at times secretly.  Much of the secret imperium internationally has been carried out
by  the  Jesuits,  a  militant  order  highly  dedicated  to  the  “Queen  of  Heaven”  and
fanaticism of Mariology. 

   
   

 

                                     Modern symbol of Catholic Knights
                                of Columbus. 

                     Portrait -   Cosimo I de' Medici
             Shown above is the Roman fasces power                            Popery’s violent fascist history
                          behind the Medici bankers                                       click here  (after reading the article)

  With the foregoing very brief 5 page explanation of the development of the Roman
fasces and what it signifies, let’s continue with the outline of the connection between the
US Federal government and historical fascism.  That is, who really controls the corrupt
corporate U.S. government?

   The matriarchy religion of star and planet worship which the Word of God mentions
and condemns  repeatedly  had spread world  wide  by the  time that  Egypt  came into
power.  (Isa.47:12,13;  Dan.1:20;  I  Sam.31:9,10)  Both  white  and  non-white  people
cordially embraced it.  The Adamic white nation of ancient Israel was the only nation
that did not totally develop star worship as their matter of faith. But even with this,
God’s Israel nation was habitually falling into the sin of worshiping the “celestial star
lights” with Yahweh God sending prophets to rebuke the nation and bring them back
into true and holy worship. 
    In a nutshell, most of the heathen star cults believed that their civil and religious
leaders went “to heaven” in the sky upon death and became one of the untold number of
stars we see in the night sky.  Thus they worshiped the stars. To fully subject the people
under  this  spiritist  religion  it  became  necessary  to  combine  the  civil  and  religious
hierarchy into one philosophical persuasion – the divine right of kings.  The priests ran
the religion and the kings were called by that religion to control the people. In other
words, the kings felt that they were “god-like” in their occupation and any subject who   
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did not obey the king was in effect disobeying God.  Government abuse under this form
of rulership was rampant, with the common people for centuries having no recourse for
the misery they had to endure.  Then came America on the other side of the Atlantic
Ocean that had freed herself from the state religion of the divine right of kings, and the
entire world political scene was drastically changed.  Rome ruled the states of Europe
simply because most of the royalty was Catholic.  A few of the British churches claimed
a  quasi-separation  from  Rome  but  were  still  under  the  control  of  Europe’s  Black
Nobility that worked hand in hand with the Catholic Church in the first place. So no
nation in Europe was ever entirely free from Roman fascism when all  is  taken into
consideration.   The  Jews  were  always  put  into  the  position  of  financiers  with  the
foresight  that  if  “the peasants” revolted they would always blame the Jews and not
Rome. This basic form of government solidified Europe for Rome for almost 2000 years
(more or  less)  until  the North American colonists  realized that  they did not  need to
depend on Europe for their existence.  Then political events really started to heat up. 
George  Washington  and  the  Christian  Americans  broke  the  ties  with  Roman
controlled Europe and broke the ax from off of the Roman fasces:  
    The colonists basically told England and the Black Nobility (paraphrased) “you will
no longer beat us with your bundle of sticks nor harm us with your ax. Our own “new
bundle” is our united 13 colonies. No King but Jesus!”  They threw the fascist symbol
back in Europe’s face as we see depicted in the tribute statue made to the new “Joshua”,
General George Washington. Here is what the colonists boldly did with the fasces:

         The basic and primary theme to the sculpture is
  “No Divine Right Of Kings In America”

The disarmed fasces
 The new American bundle of 13 wooden rods represents the
13 colonies united against the Black Nobility of Europe.  The
old Roman ax was removed by the sword of America (placed
on the colonial rods) with a cloak of protection laying upon the
now transformed fasces symbol. In its day the message of this
statue (1796) was hated by the fascists of Rome as it meant
that representative government was the new banner of America
and there would be no bowing to papal law that ruled over
Europe’s “divine right of kings”. Rome’s ax was no more. The
sculptor,  Jean  Antoine  Houdon,  was  personally  told  by
Washington that he did not want presented in a toga but only
in his American Revolutionary War jacket.  In ancient Rome
the fasces with ax was carried over the left shoulder by lictors
(Counsels’ body guards). The Roman state fasces of rods was
an instrument of torture and fear. Washington’s “rod bundle”
intentionally has 13 colonial rods, takes the fasces off of the
left shoulder, and removes the ax.  The European monarchies
well knew what was happening in America and began plotting

      to undo it.
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Yet even after America twice defeated (1776 &1812) the monarchial force of Europe not
all was totally secure in the new American Christian Republic.  Rome had planted her
seeds of destruction by stealth years before, and the upstart colonists were simply caught
in  a  young  nation’s  naivety  whereas  Rome  had  nearly  two  thousand  years  of
psychological embattlement and experience on its side.  Catholics migrating to America
had convinced  the rest of the colonies that they too were fleeing papal persecution and
the colonies welcomed,  with opened arms,  these immigrants  as  being liberty loving
kinfolk.   This  gave  birth  to  the  Romish  settlements  in  Maryland  especially  around
Baltimore.  This kind-hearted oversight by the rest of the colonies proved to be a fatal
mistake and resulted in the operations of the Jesuit priesthood within the then young
forming nation.  Many common Catholics had indeed fought on the side of the American
colonists  in  the  War  for  Independence,  but  their  secretive  clergy  and  Jesuits  never
adopted the American liberty “spirit” but rather always remained loyal subjects of the
Pope and Rome, a foreign power and alien state.  (info link on how Washington City became
Washington DC by Roman deception) The same applies today. The average Catholic in the pew
has no idea what is going on and is blind as to the diabolical history of the Roman
Church. Actually, Catholics need to pick up their Bible, learn about the real Christ and
get out from under papal subjugation. As the case may be however, political chicanery
within the America political arena was well in the works by Jesuits by the early 1800’s.  

   The struggle between liberty loving independent Christians and the internal forces of
Popery was great during the period of 1800 – 1900 in America.  But history has been
hushed.  Even the most anticommunist organizations today are literally clueless as to the
huge political, religious, and philosophical conflict going on inside America at that time.
This  includes  present  groups  such  as  libertarians,  Birchers,  Tea  Party  Republicans,
conservatives, and Christian Identity.  Even though these folks mean well, having done a
good  job  of  exposing  Judaic  communism,  they  are  nevertheless  operating  from  a
position of a lack of information which by default makes them non effective to oppose
the plans of the Nodite Sirius star cult and its primary band of Black Nobility and Papal
entourage.   The Black  Nobility  descendants  from Nod are  quite  satisfied  to  let  the
Christian patriot rant on “about the Jews” since it operates as a smoke screen for them to
continue their nefarious deeds unscathed.  

Those who point to the Bible verse Obadiah 18 that tells us that Esau shall be stubble in
Jacob’s  deliverance  see  all  of  our  problems  as  being  solely  a  “Jewish  one”  (since
Judaism is basically Esau Edom).   But that is just one verse, and Edom was just one
tribe among many tribes living in Canaan.  In Zechariah we are told that  none of the
descendant families of Canaan shall be found within God’s redeemed nation. “ ---  in
that day there shall be no more the Canaanite in the House of Yahweh ---”(14:21)   There
is  also judgment against  Egypt in the latter  days (Zech.14:19).   Also against  Moab,
Ammon, Ethiopia, Assyria (Zeph.2:9,12,13); and against Meshech, Tubal, Persia, Libya,
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 Gomer, Togarmah (Ezek. 38:3,5,6,23; 39:3,4); and against many other “goat nations”
(Mat.25:32,33). Thus Scripture itself tells us that it isn’t merely “the Jews/Edom” who
conspire against Christianity.  It is whole world of antichrists who do. Many and diverse.
In fact, the 7th chapter of the Book of Daniel lists a prophetic rundown of the world
national powers that will ultimately be destroyed by God’s Kingdom.  These great world
powers  are  symbolically  represented  as  Babylon,  Medo-Persia,  Greece,  and  Rome.
Edomite Jews aren’t even mentioned in this end time Bible chapter as being historically
dominant, although we do know that Edom has played an active part as an adversary
against Christianity.  But Edom has always been in the employment of Mystery Babylon
the Harlot of Revelation 17:5 & 9 the matriarch religion of Sirius/Isis/Mary worship that
sits upon seven mountains which depicts Rome.

   Historically as far as America is  concerned, the type of “Jews” who were living here
early on in the 1700’s were few and mostly Sephardic. Sephardic Jews were of Spanish
origin. They were peddlers of their goods and wanted to make what money they could
by commerce with the colonies.  They weren’t Christian but they weren’t Bolsheviks
either. They could not vote nor hold office in America in those days. It wasn’t until the
Catholic Jesuits destroyed the Christian Republic that eastern European Bolshevik Jews
were unleashed upon America after 1900 by the Black Nobility to drive the nail in the
coffin by implementing Khazarian Judaic Communism with its social immorality.  We
know what these sort of Jews have done, no doubt, and its not good.

   But from 1800 – 1900 Christian American patriots were well aware that it was covert
operations  by  Papal  Jesuits  who  were  systematically  killing  the  American
Commonwealth  Republic.   Many  books,  newspaper  commentaries,  speeches,  and
pleading, were presented to both the American government officials and the nation’s
citizens by dedicated Christian men and women who saw the Republic slipping away by
the Roman clandestine onslaught of subversion.  Rome had vowed to install the ax faces
over America and bring the people’s knees bent to Rome. (why has this part of our
national history been hidden since 1900?)

   One such book that every American should obtain a copy of was written by Samuel B.
Morse the inventor of the telegraph and Morse code.  It is entitled Foreign Conspiracy
Against The Liberties Of The United States published in 1835.  Morse lived in Italy for
several years near Rome in which time he consulted with European statesmen about the
struggle to free nations out from under the divine right of kings.  He was informed by
reputable  officials  from various  nations  that  the  Jesuits  had  been  employed  by  the
Papacy working with Austria’s Prince Metternich to infiltrate the political mechanism of
America in order to destroy the Republic. It wasn’t Sam Morse alone who tried to warn
the American people about this evil endeavor. Many American patriots and scholars had
picked up the banner as well.
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From a book, Washington In The Lap Of Rome, 1888, by Justin D. Fulton, a protestant
minister we have this quote:

   “Romanism, as a religion, is a deception and a fraud. Jesuitism is the power that
propels and controls it.   These two facts,  made plain to the people,  will  destroy the
reverence felt for Romanism as a part of the religious world, and will take away the
sentiment that it has a right to live and act in accordance with its genius and spirit. Then
they will be prepared to weigh the proofs which show it to be an enemy, attempting to
subvert the foundations of Republican liberty, destroy quietly the public school system,
and make the United States of America a Romish reservation.” (pg. 21)

Canada’s most famous priest of the late 1800’s was Charles Chiniquy.  Like an 1800’s
Martin  Luther,  Charles  Chiniquy  left  the  priesthood  and  the  Catholic  Church  after
realizing that it was not “the original church” but instead was a scam run by a hierarchy
of men using religion to operate an international government based from the Rome.
Chiniquy wrote a book, 50 Years In The Church Of Rome, published in 1886, in which
he exposed the whole corrupt agenda of Romanism.  He has this to say as related to
America on page 283:

   “Another fact,  to which the American Protestants do not pay attention, is that the
Jesuits have been shrewd enough to have a vast majority of Roman Catholic generals to
command the army and man the navy of the United States. Long before I was ordained a
priest I knew that my Church was the most implacable enemy of this republic.  My
professors of philosophy, history, and theology had been unanimous in telling me that
the principles and laws of the Church of Rome were absolutely antagonistic to the laws
and principles which are the foundation stones of the Constitution of the United States.”

   With the success of the American Revolution of 1776 nations around the world were
taking note on how they too could free themselves from despotic rule by the Black
Nobility aristocracy from Venice and Rome that had enslaved Europe for many long
centuries.  In order to preempt any more American type revolutions in the western world
the monarchies of Europe negotiated the Treaty Of Verona in collusion with the Pope to
stifle any such populist movement. The threat of this treaty was the basis for the Monroe
Doctrine  where  America  stated  that  any  attempt  to  enforce  the  treaty  upon  North
America would be considered an act of war.  

   The treaty reads, in full, as included on the page following:
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SECRET TREATY OF VERONA

AMERICAN DIPLOMATIC CODE, 

1778-1884, vol. 2; Elliott, p. 179.
The undersigned, specially authorized to make some additions to the treaty of the Holy Alliance, after 
having exchanged their respective credentials, have agreed as follows:
ARTICLE 1. The high contracting powers, being convinced that the system of representative 
government is equally as incompatible with the monarchical principles as the maxim of the sovereignty
of the people with the divine right, engage mutually, in the most solemn manner, to use all that their 
efforts to put an end to the system of representative governments, in whatever county it may exist in 
Europe, and to prevent it being introduced in those countries where it is not yet known.

ARTICLE 2. As it can not be doubted that the liberty of the press is the most powerful means used by 
the pretended supporters of the rights of nations to the detriment of those of princes, the high 
contracting parties promise reciprocally to adopt all proper measures to suppress it, not only in their 
own States but also in the rest of Europe.

ARTICLE 3. Convinced that the principles of religion contribute most powerfully to keep nations in the
state of passive obedience which they owe to their princes, the high contracting parties declare it to be 
their intention to sustain in their respective States those measures which clergy may adopt, with the aim
of ameliorating their own interests, intimately connected with the preservation of the authority of the 
princes and the contracting powers join in offering their thanks to the Pope for what he has already 
done for them, and solicit his constant cooperation in their views of submitting the nations.

ARTICLE 4. The situation of Spain and Portugal unite unhappily all the circumstances to which this 
treaty has particular reference. The contracting parties, in confiding to France the care of putting an end
to them, engaged to assist her in the matter which may the least compromit (sic) them with their own 
people and the people of France by means of a subsidy on the part of the two empires of 20,000,000 of 
francs every year from the date of the signature of this treaty to the end of the war.

ARTICLE 5. In order to establish in the Peninsula in the order of things which existed before the 
revolution of Cadiz, and to insure the entire execution of the articles of the present treaty, the high 
contracting parties give to each other the reciprocal assurance that as long as their views are not 
fulfilled, rejecting all other ideas of utility or other measure to be taken, they will address themselves 
with the shortest possible delay to all the authorities existing in their States and to all their agents in 
foreign countries, with the view to establish connections tending toward the accomplishment of the 
objects proposed by this treaty.

ARTICLE 6. This treaty shall be renewed with such changes as new circumstances may give occasion 
for, either at a new congress or at the court of one of the contracting parties, as soon as the war with 
Spain shall be terminated.                                                                                                                        11



ARTICLE 7. The present treaty shall be ratified and the ratifications exchanged at Paris within the 
space of six months.

Made at Verona the 22nd November, 1822.  for Austria: METTERNICH

for France: CHATEAUBRIAND
for Prussia: BERNSTET
for Russia: NESSELRODE

     As we can see with Article 3 above,  “the preservation of the authority of the princes
and the contracting powers” ( Black Nobility aristocracy) was in the hands of the Pope.
This means Rome’s use of the Jesuits as covert operatives exactly as warned by Sam
Morse, Pastor Fulton, ex-priest Chiniquy, and many others who had reliable contacts in
Europe and were sounding the alarm in America.   

   One institution of the world system, the University of Chicago, has evidently been
given  the  job  of  doing  “damage  control”  about  this  treaty  and  carries  an  article
purporting that the Treaty of Verona is a false claim.  The University of Chicago was
founded by John D. Rockefeller in 1890. Rockefeller was the owner of the Standard Oil
Company  which  held  a  monopoly  of  over  90%  of  that  industry.  Rockefeller  and
Carnegie  also  systematically  and  purposefully  funded  medical  colleges  that  only
promoted the allopathic theory of medicine.  If it were not for Rockefeller we would not
today have the allopathic school of medicine dominating hospitals and doctors as is the
case. His University of Chicago has always supported the world “powers that be” to the
utmost. However, hundreds of diplomats, historians, and government officials of that
time knew that the treaty did take place and that it was merely a spin off meeting of the
Congress of Vienna that took place a few years earlier.  In 1916 Senator Owen from
Oklahoma entered the Treaty of Verona into the Congressional Record of the Senate so
that it would not be “lost” by those who would seek to discredit it.  Senator Owen’s
words to Congress were:
“I wish to put in the Record the secret treaty of Verona of November 22, 1822, showing
what this ancient conflict is between the rule of the few and the rule of the many. I wish
to call the attention of the Senate to this treaty because it is the threat of this treaty
which was the basis of the Monroe doctrine. It throws a powerful white light upon the
conflict  between  monarchical  government  and  government  by  the  people.  The  Holy
Alliance under the influence of Metternich, the Premier of Austria, in 1822, issued this
remarkable secret document.”

   Space does not permit here to elaborate on the details of subversion on the part of
Jesuits and Rome which resulted in the American Civil War that caused the death of
640,000 Americans and the virtual destruction of the Constitution.  It will suffice to say
that the years leading up to the Civil War and the years shortly after gave Rome the
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 opportunity to install their faces symbol of authority upon and over the government of
the United States, and to undo within the U. S. Federal government all that President
Washington and the first  generation of  Americans had achieved for  Christian liberty
throughout the land.  Some states tried to hold on to freedom for the next 50 years but
eventually caved in as well.  Today America is left with a very small remnant of true
Christian citizens who are trying their  best  to piece together history,  law, and Bible
prophecy to understand what went wrong. 

   After the 1822 Treaty of Verona was implemented by the Black Nobility monarchs of
Europe and Rome, by the 1850’s America was intentionally being plunged into our Civil
War. There was no stopping it.  Both sides, the North and the South, were “in over their
heads” and had lost control of their destiny.  The North under Lincoln was abandoning
the power safeguards embedded into the Constitution and soon after the war denied the
South just representation in Congress.  The South had been drawn into an agreement
with the Pope whereby the Catholic Church was the only international government that
recognized the Confederacy as a legal nation of its own. Both the North and South only
saw the bait and did not see the hook.  The bait was swallowed. America was being
primed to self destruct and the nation placed under full  control of fascist  Rome and
Europe’s aristocracy.  Within a few years of the war’s end and the passage of the 13th,
14th,  15th amendments,  the  original  Constitution  of  1787,  as  America  had known it,
ceased to exist.  The Constitution was killed. (read > Const.   d  estroyed  )
   Four years before the War Between The States (1861) the Capitol Building (where
Congress meets to debate and pass statutes) underwent an extensive building project to
add the House Chamber Room in 1857.  As a symbol of Rome’s conquest of the Federal
US government  the  House  Chamber  speaker’s  rostrum would  thereafter  be centered
between two Roman fasces with axes. [Joe Biden, State of Union, US House 2022]
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During the Civil War in 1863 yet another fascist symbol of Rome was placed on the
dome top of  the U S Capitol  Building (wherein is  the House  Chamber  room noted
above).  It was fashioned in Rome and shipped to America.  This large statue is called
“Freedom” but she represents anything but freedom as she faces east to Rome in her
toga. Historically there has been debate as to the artistic meaning behind her design.  But
for  those aware,  the Bible tells us “fear  of  Yahweh is the beginning of  knowledge”
(Prov.1:7)  Therefore  scripturally  speaking  she  is  none  other  than  Rome’s  Queen  of
Heaven, Ashtaroth/Isis/Sopdet/Mary, the deity of Mystery Babylon the Harlot.   Even
more specifically she is a representation of Nachash the Edenic enchanter, the debaucher
of Adam and Eve.  At her base she is surrounded by a circle of Roman fasces with
military spearheads.  She wears a  classic  Roman toga. To what  power  has American
government and churches succumbed?  May the reader consider the fascist historical
record and decide. [ mini side commentary: Click for churche  s that are daughters of the Harlot  ]

   

    At this point in time it is a sad reality that we are not getting our Christian Republic
back by protesting, voting, petitioning, or complaining.  We are not getting it back by
armed revolution either ala 1776.  That door is closed and it is recklessly rash to attempt
it.  I know --- some don’t like to hear this.  But the prophetic statement of our King has
come to pass, “The Kingdom of God suffereth violence and the violent take it by force”.
(Mat.11:12)  Jesus said that His Kingdom would be a nation. (Mat.21:43).  That nation,
which is described in many places of the Bible is the USA.  Twice the numerical number
of Jesus’ name in Greek is 1776.  We were given a second chance and have blown it
again as did our ancestors of the ancient Saxon Israel nation. 
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About elections since 1865 (end of the Civil War):
 Those who believe that we can support a political party and go to the courts to have
“rigged  elections”  overturned  should  take  a  peek  at  the  government  court  symbols
below. Nothing but Ezekiel 38 happening in America to clean it by divine judgment, and
the return of King Jesus, will solve our dilemma. Polite advice: be ready.  Stay close
with the few true Christian friends you may have and stay close with Yahweh God in
prayer.  In the end, we win! (Dan. 7:27)

 
 

                

        Yes, your government is now fascist and holds Roman imperium over the people!
       

Repeating a note from page 3:
          The very ancient religion of Nachash star worship basically migrated from:
        Nod               Egypt               Tyre & Sidon            Carthage                   Rome

                    What we are dealing with is an ancient Nodite/Canaanite 
                     star cult that is now high tech and extremely dangerous.

                However it can be overpowered by the elect of Yahweh Elohim
                   through Jesus Christ and the Anointing of The Holy Spirit!

[End note:   Thank you for taking the time to review the preceding information about the attack against
America on the part of Mystery Babylon’s Sirius Star Cult through its matriarch centered monarch
agencies of the Black Nobility, the Catholic Church, and their left wing activists of Talmudic Judaism
(Edom).  Admittedly this treatise was quite brief.  More important than what this Nachash/Nodite group
has done to our once great Christian Republic in the arena of national law is the affect it  has had
theologically  on  the  lambs  of  Christ.  Nearly  every  church  in  America  teaches  various  Catholic
doctrines that are Scripturally unsound.  This does not help when we are in need of prayer warriors who
will stay true to the faith once delivered unto the saints (Jude 3).  If time permits a “part two” may be
added to this essay that covers the essential doctrines of darkness that have seeped into the churches
and are unwittingly practiced by most folks in our land today.  Concerning the Nachash religion of the
world system God Almighty beckons us, “Come out from among them and be ye separate says The
Everliving --- and I will receive you and be a Father unto you” (2 Corinthians 7:17,18).

                                                             Get out of the churches!
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